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This paper deals with the singularity analysis of paral-
lel manipulators with identical limb structures performing
Scḧonflies motions, namely, three independent translations
and one rotation about an axis of fixed direction (3T1R).
Eleven architectures obtained from a recent type synthesis
of such manipulators are analyzed. The constraint analy-
sis shows that these architectures are all over-constrained
and share some common properties between the actuation
and the constraint wrenches. The singularities of such ma-
nipulators are examined through the singularity analysis of
the 4-RUU parallel manipulator. A wrench graph repre-
senting the constraint wrenches and the actuation forces of
the manipulator is introduced to formulate its superbracket.
Grassmann-Cayley Algebra is used to obtain geometric sin-
gularity conditions. Based on the concept of wrench graph,
Grassmann geometry is used to show the rank deficiency of
the Jacobian matrix for the singularity conditions. Finally,
this paper shows the general aspect of the obtained singu-
larity conditions and their validity for 3T1R parallel manip-
ulators with identical limb structures.

1 Introduction
Lower-mobility Parallel Manipulators (PMs) are suit-

able for a wide range of applications that require fewer than
six degrees of freedom (DOF). The singular configurations
of lower-mobility PMs are critical poses characterized by
either the loss of DOF, the gain of extra DOF or the loss
of stiffness. The determination of singular configurationsis
thus a central issue in robotics due to their major effect on
the robot performance. For a(n< 6)-DOF PM, in a general
configuration, the actuators apply an-system ofactuation
wrencheswhereas the legs apply a(6− n)-system ofcon-
straint wrenches, also known as platform constraints [1], on
the moving platform.

∗Address all correspondence to this author.

The Jacobian matrixJm of a 6-DOF PM is a 6×6 matrix
relating the linear and angular velocities of the end-effector
to six input rates associated with six actuated joints. Zla-
tanov et al. [2] proposed an approach, using an input-output
velocity relationship, to formulate a 6× 6 Jm for 6-DOF
PMs and also for lower-mobility PMs whose limbs and end-
effector have the same DOF. Nevertheless, their approach
cannot provide a 6×6 Jm for a more general lower-mobility
PM and thus it does not allow the examination of all sin-
gular configurations of such a PM. Based on the theory of
reciprocal screws [3–7], Joshi and Tsai [8] developed a gen-
eral methodology to perform the Jacobian analysis of lower-
mobility PMs, namely, to derive a 6×6 Jm providing infor-
mation about both constraint and actuation wrench systems
of such PMs. Accordingly, away from parallel singularities,
the rows ofJm of a (n< 6)-DOF PM are composed ofn lin-
early independent actuation wrenches plus(6− n) linearly
independent constraint wrenches.

The classification of singularities for lower-mobility
PMs has stimulated the interest of many researchers [2, 8–
11]. In this paper, we adopt the classification proposed
in [10], which is similar the one proposed in [8]. Accord-
ingly, a lower-mobility PM can exhibit three different types
of singularities: (i) limb singularities, (ii ) platform singu-
larities [10], also known as constraint singularities [1] and
(iii ) actuation singularities, also called architecture singular-
ities [8]. A limb singularity is similar to the singularity of
a serial manipulator. On the other hand, constraint and ac-
tuation singularities are referred to asparallel singularities
and are related to the rank deficiency ofJm. Linear algebra
consists of a direct analysis ofJm by examining the vanish-
ing conditions of its determinant. Mostly, the determinant
of such a matrix is highly non linear and unwieldy to assess
even with a computer algebra system. In that case, linear al-
gebra fails to give satisfactory results, and therefore, the use
of Grassmann-Cayley Algebra (GCA) [7, 12–15] or Grass-
mann Geometry (GG) [16–21] can be regarded as promising



solutions.
The GCA is a systematic approach to obtain a bracket

representation of the determinant ofJm calledsuperbracket.
By exploring this superbracket, all the parallel singularity
conditions of a PM can be obtained either algebraically, ge-
ometrically or in a vector form. Ben-Horin et al. [13,14] an-
alyzed the singularities of 6-DOF PMs whose legs transmit
six pure actuation forces, i.e., six finite lines, to the mov-
ing platform, by means of GCA. The singularity conditions
are derived from a simplified expression of the superbracket,
which is obtained by using the intersection points between
actuation lines. Nevertheless, their method does not consider
the intersection at infinity of two parallel finite lines. More-
over, it does not apply when a line at infinity is among the six
Plücker lines ofJm. Recently, Kanaan et al. [15] and Amine
et al. [7, 22, 23] filled this gap by using some properties of
projective geometry in order to formulate a superbracket with
points and lines at infinity, and therefore, to extend the appli-
cation of GCA to lower-mobility PMs.

In turn, GG is a geometric approach that provides a clas-
sification of the conditions under which a set ofn Plücker
lines spans a variety of dimension lower thann. Mer-
let [16–18] proposed a framework based on GG, to analyze
the singularities of PMs for which the rows ofJm are Plücker
coordinate vectors of six finite lines. This method is based on
a general classification of linear varieties. Tale Masoulehand
Gosselin [20] followed the latter framework to analyze the
singularities of 3T2R PMs, having a line at infinity among
the rows ofJm, using GG.

Schönflies Motion Generators (SMGs) [24] are manipu-
lators performing three independent translations and one ro-
tation about an axis of fixed direction, namely, 3T1R. This
type of motion is required in a wide range of industrial pick
and place operations such as the assembly of computer cir-
cuit boards. The GCA was used in [7, 15] to analyze the
singularities of SMGs with an articulated moving platform
and of SMGs with two limbs, two joints being actuated per
limb.

This paper focuses on the singularity analysis of 3T1R
PMs with Identical Limb Structures (ILS) using both GCA
and GG as complementary approaches. The type synthesis of
such PMs was performed in [6, 25, 26]. In [6], eleven archi-
tectures of four legged 3T1R PMs with ILS were obtained.
Here, the singular configurations of these architectures are
examined through the singularity analysis of the 4-RUU PM.
Moreover, this paper aims to establish a conceptual approach
to obtain the analogy between GCA and GG by providing a
wrench graph, namely, a schematic representation, in the 3-
dimensional projective space, of the constraint and actuation
wrenches of a given lower-mobility PM.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
First, some fundamental concepts of screw theory, projec-
tive space, GCA and GG are recalled. Then, eleven archi-
tectures of four legged 3T1R PMs with ILS are presented
and their constraint analysis is performed. The singularity
analysis is performed through an complete study of the 4-
RUU PM using GCA and GG and the concept ofwrench
graph. Accordingly, the three types of singularities—the

constraint singularities, the actuation singularities and the
limb singularities—of the 4-RUU PM are exhaustively ex-
amined and some singular configurations are illustrated. Fi-
nally, it is shown that the singularity conditions of the 4-
RUU PM are also true for the eleven architectures and some
other 3T1R PMs.

2 Preliminary Concepts
2.1 Screw Theory

Screw theory [3–6] is suitable for the type synthesis and
the study of the instantaneous motion of PMs. Atwist and
a wrenchare screws that represent the instantaneous motion
of a rigid body and a system of forces and moments applied
on a rigid body, respectively. Azero-pitch wrench, namely,
a pure force, corresponds to the Plücker coordinate vector
of a finite line in the 3-dimensional projective spaceP3. In
turn, aninfinite-pitch wrench, namely, a pure moment, cor-
responds to the Plücker coordinate vector of a line at infinity
in P3. It is noteworthy that finite lines and lines at infinity are
projective lines, i.e., Plücker lines whose six components sat-
isfy the Grassmann Plücker relation [27]. An-screw system
is a screw subspace whose basis is composed ofn screws.

2.2 Projective Space
The 3-dimensional projective spaceP3 can be inter-

preted as the affine spaceR3 in addition to the plane at in-
finity Ω∞. It is noteworthy that the coordinates of a pro-
jective element are determined up to a scalar multiple. A
projective point has four homogeneous coordinates whereas
a projective line has six Plücker coordinates representedby
its Plücker coordinate vector. The following properties high-
light the relations between projective elements:

1. A finite point,A, is represented by its homogeneous co-
ordinates vectora = (a1, a2, a3, 1)T , the first three co-
ordinates being its Cartesian coordinates inR

3;
2. A finite line,L , is represented by its Plücker coordinates

vector1 F = (s; r × s); wheres is the unit vector ofL ,
r is the position vector of any point onL and (r × s)
represents the moment ofL with respect to the origin;

3. Let underlined points denote points at infinity. Any fi-
nite line, F = (s; r × s), has a unique point at infinity
c= (s; 0). This point only depends on the line direction
and is determined up to a scalar multiple. Accordingly,
if a andb are two finite points onF , thenc= b−a;

4. All finite lines directed alongs intersect at one common
point at infinity, namely,c;

5. All finite planes of normal vectorm, have a common line
at infinity. This line is given by:M = (0; m) and passes
through the point at infinity of any finite line orthogonal
to m;

6. Two lines at infinityM1 = (0; m1) and M2 = (0; m2)
intersect at a unique point at infinityg= (m1×m2; 0).

1In the scope of this paper,(s; r ×s) denotes a Plücker coordinate vector

given by

[
s

r ×s

]

.



2.3 Grassmann-Cayley Algebra and Superbracket
The GCA was developed by H. Grassmann (1809–1877)

as a calculus for linear varieties operating onextensorswith
the join “∨” and meet“∧” operators. The latter are associ-
ated with thespanandintersectionof vector spaces of exten-
sors characterized with theirstep. Indeed, points, lines and
planes in the projective space are represented with extensors
of step 1, 2 and 3, respectively. A Plücker line (extensor
of step 2) can be obtained either from the join of two distinct
projective points (extensors of step 1) or from the meet of two
disctinct projective planes (extensors of step 3). GCA makes
it possible to work at the symbolic level, and therefore, to
produce coordinate-free algebraic expressions for the singu-
larity conditions of spatial PMs. For further details on GCA,
the reader is referred to [13,14,27] and references therein.

The rows ofJm of a PM are usually Plücker coordinate
vectors of six projective lines. The superjoin of these six vec-
tors inP5 corresponds to the determinant ofJm up to a scalar
multiple, which is the superbracket in GCAΛ(V(2)) [27].
Thus, a singularity occurs when this superbracket vanishes.
The superbracket is an expression involving 12 points se-
lected on the six lines and can be developed into a linear
combination of 24 bracket monomials [13,28], each one be-
ing the product of three brackets of four projective points:

[ab, cd, ef, gh, ij, kl] =
24

∑
i=1

yi (1)

where

y1 =−[abcd][efgi][hjkl] y2 = [abcd][efhi][gjkl]
y3 = [abcd][efgj][hikl] y4 =−[abcd][efhj][gikl]
y5 = [abce][dfgh][ijkl] y6 =−[abde][cfgh][ijkl]
y7 =−[abcf][degh][ijkl] y8 = [abdf][cegh][ijkl]
y9 =−[abce][dghi][fjkl] y10 = [abde][cghi][fjkl]
y11 = [abcf][dghi][ejkl] y12 = [abce][dghj][fikl]
y13 =−[abdf][cghi][ejkl] y14 =−[abde][cghj][fikl]
y15 =−[abcf][dghj][eikl] y16 = [abdf][cghj][eikl]
y17 = [abcg][defi][hjkl] y18 =−[abdg][cefi][hjkl]
y19 =−[abch][defi][gjkl] y20 =−[abcg][defj][hikl]
y21 = [abdh][cefi][gjkl] y22 = [abdg][cefj][hikl]
y23 = [abch][defj][gikl] y24 =−[abdh][cefj][gikl]

A bracket [abcd] is null if and only if (iff) the projective
pointsa, b, c andd are coplanar. The bracket of four projec-
tive points is defined as the determinant of the matrix whose
columns are the homogeneous coordinates of these points. It
is noteworthy that a bracket containing one finite point and
three distinct points at infinity does not depend on the finite
point. Indeed, letg, i, j andk be one given finite point and
three disctinct points at infinity, respectively. Then,

[gikj] =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

g1 i1 k1 j1
g2 i2 k2 j2
g3 i3 k3 j3
1 0 0 0

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

i1 k1 j1
i2 k2 j2
i3 k3 j3

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

= [ikj] = [xikj] (2)

wherex can be any finite point.

Table 1. Grassmann varieties [16–18].

Rank Class Linear line variety

0 empty set /0

1 point a line in the 3-D space

2 lines (2a) a pair of skew lines

(2b) a planar pencil of lines

3 planes (3a) a regulus

(3b)

the union of two planar pencils

having a line in common

but lying in distinct planes

and with distinct centers

(3c) all lines through a point

(3d) all lines in a plane

4 congruences (4a) elliptic congruence

(4b) hyperbolic congruence

(4c) parabolic congruence

(4d) degenerate congruence

5 complexes (5a)
non-singular complex;

generated by five skew lines

(5b)
singular complex;all the

lines meeting one given line

2.4 Grassmann Geometry
A general classification of linear line varieties can be

found in [16–18] and is summarized in Table 1. Since a pro-
jective line can be either a finite line or a line at infinity, the
foregoing classification does apply for a linear line variety
in which some lines at infinity may appear. In what follows,
some particularities with points and lines at infinity are high-
lighted based on Table 1.

2.4.1 Planar Pencil of Lines, condition (2b)
A planar pencil of lines spans a linear line variety of

dimension 2, including all coplanar lines through a common
point. When this point is at infinity, two sub-cases could be
noticed:

(2b1) All the lines at infinity (in the planeΩ∞) passing
through a point at infinity;

(2b2) All the lines of a finite plane passing through a point at
infinity. Let us consider a finite planeΩ of normal vec-
tor (p× s). All finite lines Fi = (s; r i × s) in Ω directed
alongs, as well as the unique line at infinity ofΩ, M =
(0; p×s), pass through pointt=(s; 0). Thus, the planar
pencil, through pointt, includingM in addition to the
set of all the previousFi , corresponds to a linear line va-
riety of dimension 2 whose basis can be computed of any
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(i) 4-PR̀R̄R̄R̀ (j) 4-PR̀R̀R̄R̄ (k) 4-PR̄R̄R̀R̀

Fig. 1. 3T1R PMs with identical limb structures [6].

two among its distinct lines. Hence, ifFi =(s; r i ×s) and
Fj = (s; r j × s), then span(Fi, Fj )=span(Fi, Mi j ) where
Mi j = (0; s× r i j ) andr i j is the unit vector of a finite line
non-parallel tosand crossing bothFi andFj .

2.4.2 All Lines in a Plane, condition (3d)
All lines in a plane span a variety of dimension 3.

(3d1) All lines at infinity lie in the plane at infinityΩ∞.
Thus, they generate a linear line variety of dimension 3.

3 Constraint Analysis of 3T1R PMs with ILS
The type synthesis of 3T1R PMs performed in [6] has

led to eleven architectures of 3T1R PMs with identical limb
structures shown in Fig. 1. The foregoing PMs are supposed
to produce three translational DOF and one rotational DOF
about an axis directed alongz. For the architectures of Fig. 1:

1. R̀ is a revolute joint of axis parallel toz;

2. R̄ is a revolute joint of axis parallel to the horizontal
plane of the fixed base;

3. R̃ is a revolute joint whose axis is neither parallel toz
nor to the horizontal plane of the fixed base;

4. All R̄-joints (all R̃-joints, respectively) in a given limb
have parallel axes;

5. In theith limb, letmi denote the direction vector of the
revolute joint axes that are not parallel toz

6. The first joint of each limb is actuated.

3.1 Constraint Wrench System of 3T1R PMs with ILS

Let us consider for example the 4-R̀R̃R̃R̃R̀ PM pre-
sented in Fig. 1(a). Each limbl i of this PM applies one
constraint momentMi = (0; mi ×z) on the moving platform.
This moment is reciprocal to the twists associated with the
limb joints. The four constraint momentsMi , applied by the
four limbs, span the constraint wrench system of the PM,



namely,

Wc = span(Mi) ; Mi = (0; mi × z) ; i = 1, . . . ,4 (3)

Since vectorsmi × z have a common orthogonal vector, i.e.,
z, Wc is a 2-system in a non-singular configuration. The legs
of the 4-R̀R̃R̃R̃R̀ PM can each apply a constraint moment
but altogether they constrain only two DOF, namely, two ro-
tations of the moving platform. Thus, this PM is an over-
constrained SMG.

The expression of the constraint wrench system given in
Eqn. (3) applies for any given architecture of Fig. 1.

3.2 Actuation Wrench System of 3T1R PMs with ILS
Let us consider that the actuated joint of a limb of a

given PM of Fig. 1 is locked. LetVc denote the wrench sys-
tem reciprocal to the unactuated joint of the limb. Generally,
dim(Vc) =dim(Wc)+1 andVc containsWc plus a set of some
additional wrenches. Then, the actuation wrench can be se-
lected as one of these additional wrenches. Based on the lo-
cus of the limb actuation wrench, the architectures of Fig. 1
can be classified into two types.

3.2.1 Type 1: Figs. 1(a)–1(d)
Let us consider for example the 4-R̀R̃R̃R̃R̀ PM given in

Fig. 1(a). By locking the actuated joint of a given limbl i ,
a set of additional constraint wrenches appears. These addi-
tional wrenches are zero-pitch wrenches whose axes are par-
allel tomi and cross the axis of the unactuatedR̀-joint. Thus,
the limb actuation force can be selected asFi =(mi ; rCi ×mi)

whereCi can be any point on the axis of the unactuatedR̀-
joint of the limb. Consequently, the locus ofFi is a planeP i

containing the axis of the unactuatedR̀-joint of the limb plus
the unit vectormi .

The actuation force for any limb of the PMs of
Figs. 1(b)–1(d) can be determined similarly to the 4-
R̀R̃R̃R̃R̀ PM.

3.2.2 Type 2: Figs. 1(e)–1(k)
Let us consider for example the 4-R̀R̀R̄R̄R̀ PM given in

Fig. 1(e). LetP i (V i , respectively) denote the plane defined
by the axes of the two unactuatedR̀-joints (the twoR̄-joints,
respectively) of theith limb. The limb actuation force is
expressed asFi = (f i ; rCi × f i) wheref i is the unit vector of
P i ∩V i , namely, the intersection line of planesP i andV i and
Ci can be any point on this line.

The actuation force for any limb of the PMs of
Figs. 1(f)–1(k) can be determined similarly to the 4-R̀R̀R̄R̄R̀
PM.

In a non-singular configuration, the actuation wrench
system of a 3T1R PM with ILS is a 4-system expressed as:

Wa = span(Fi) ; i = 1, . . . ,4 (4)

A1B1

C1

C2

C3

C4

rC3

O
x y

z

z
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V 1

F1

F2

F3

F4

Fig. 2. The 4-RUU PM.

3.2.3 Relation between Two Actuation Forces
Let us consider two actuation forcesFi andFj provided

by two limbs of a given 3T1R PM with ILS. It can be noticed
that, for the previous two types of 3T1R PMs with ILS, the
actuation forceFi of any limb lies in a planeP i containing the
unit vectorz. Generally, such two planesP i andP j (i 6= j)
intersect at a finite line parallel toz, namely,T i j = (P i ∩P j ).
Therefore, fori 6= j, one can find a finite lineT i j directed
alongz and crossing the two actuation forcesFi andFj .

4 Jacobian Matrix of the 4-RUU PM
4.1 Architecture Review and Kinematic Modeling

Figure 2 represents a CAD model of a 4-RUU PM sim-
ilar to the architecture of Fig. 1(e), which consists of a fixed
base and a moving platform connected to each other with
four identicalRUU limbs. The input of the mechanism is
provided by four revolute actuators attached to the base. The
geometric characteristics of each limb are:

1. Each limb is composed of five revolute joints such that
the second and the third ones, as well as the fourth and
the fifth ones, are built with intersecting and perpendic-
ular axes and are thus assimilated toU-joints of central
pointsBi andCi , respectively;

2. The axes of the third and the fourth revolute joints of
the ith limb are directed alongmi . These axes form
a planeV i. Let f i be the unit vector directed along
line BiCi . Thus, planeV i has(mi × f i) as normal vec-
tor;

3. The axes of the first, second and fifth revolute joints of
the ith limb are directed alongz. PlaneP i , defined by
the axes of the second and the last revolute joints, has
(z× fi) = mi as normal vector. It should be noted that
planeP i degenerates into a line iffi is parallel toz, which
is a limb singularity.



Under these geometric constraints, the moving platform of
the 4-RUU PM has a 3T1R motion pattern. However, in
some configurations, these geometric constraints may be lost
and the manipulator may switch to another motion mode (see
Sec. 6.2 and Fig. 6). In such a mode, the axis of the lastR-
joint in each limb is no longer parallel toz.

4.2 Constraint Analysis
The constraint wrench systemWc

4RUU of the 4-RUU PM
can be obtained from Eqn. (3), namely,

Wc
4RUU = span(Mi) ; i = 1, . . . ,4 (5)

Accordingly, it is an over-constrained SMG. The actuation
force of theith limb is expressed asFi = (f i ; rCi × fi) where
fi is the unit vector of(BiCi = P i ∩V i) andrCi is the posi-
tion vector of pointCi . In a non-singular configuration, the
actuation wrench system of the PM is a 4-system expressed
as:

Wa
4RUU = span(Fi) ; i = 1, . . . ,4 (6)

The rows ofJm of the 4-RUU PM are composed of four inde-
pendent zero-pitch wrenches withinWa

4RUU plus two indepen-
dent infinite-pitch wrenches withinWc

4RUU. However, a par-
allel singularity occurs when the system spanned by the four
actuation forces and the four constraint moments becomes a
(n< 6)-system.

5 Limb Singularities of the 4-RUU PM
A limb singularity is similar to the singularity of a se-

rial manipulator. It occurs for the 4-RUU PM when a limb
kinematic screw system (twist system) degenerates. Conse-
quently, the platform loses one DOF in such a configuration.
Let us consider the twist system of theith limb. It can be
expressed in matrix form as follows:

[
z z mi mi z

z× rAi z× rBi mi × rBi mi × rCi z× rCi

]

(7)

After some linear transformations, Eqn. (7) becomes:

[
z mi 0 0 0

z× rAi mi × rBi z× (rBi − rAi ) z× (rCi − rAi ) mi × fi

]

wheref i = rCi − rBi . Sincez andmi are two independent
vectors, this matrix is rank deficient whenever its last three
columns (corresponding to infinite-pitch twists) become lin-
early dependent. On the other hand, in any robot configura-
tion one has:Ai , Bi andCi are three distinct points,AiBi⊥z
andmi 6‖ f i . Thus, theith limb of the 4-RUU PM may exhibit
a limb singularity whenever:

Ai

Bi

Ci

Ai

Fi

z

Fig. 3. A limb singularity, condition a.1.

Ai
Bi

Ci

Ai

Fi

z

z

z

Fig. 4. A limb singularity, condition a.2.

a.1 (rCi − rAi ) ‖ z⇔ AiCi ‖ z. In that case,Fi = (f i ; rCi × fi)
crossesAi at pointCi . As a result,Fi acts as a constraint
force and the 4-RUU PM loses the translational DOF
alongfi . Figure 3 illustrates such a configuration;

a.2 (rCi − rBi ) ‖ z⇔ f i ‖ z as shown in Fig. 4. In that case,
Fi crossesAi at infinity, i.e., at pointj = (z; 0). Con-
sequently, the 4-RUU PM loses the translational DOF
alongz.

If several limb singularities occur simultaneously, then the
robot may lose several DOF. Besides, if some limb singular-
ities and a constraint singularity occur simultaneously, then
the lower-mobility PM may lose some allowed motions and
gain some other limited motions at the same time. As a con-
sequence, this may lead to unwanted changes on the motion
pattern of the PM.



6 Singularity Analysis of the 4-RUU PM using
Grassmann-Cayley Algebra
In order to formulate a superbracket expression of the

4-RUU PM, one could represent its different wrenches inP3

and then select two points on each Plücker line ofJm. A fi-
nite line (pure force) can be represented in the superbracket
either by two finite points or by one finite point and its unique
point at infinity. In turn, a line at infinity can be represented
by two points at infinity. However, the selection of the fore-
going points must highlight as much as possible geometric
relations (coincidence, parallelism, orthogonality, intersec-
tion and so on) between the wrenches in order to obtain a
simplified expression of the superbracket.

As shown in Fig. 2, each actuation force of the 4-
RUU PM can be expressed asFi = (P i ∩ V i), i = 1, . . . ,4,
planeP i being of normal(z× fi) = mi while planeV i is of
normalmi × fi . On the other hand, in a general configuration,
two planesP i andP j (i 6= j) intersect at a finite line, namely,
T i j = (P i ∩ P j ). Such a line is orthogonal to both vectors
z× fi andz× f j and is thus directed alongz. Therefore, for
i 6= j, one can find a lineT i j = (P i ∩P j ) directed alongz and
crossing the two actuation forcesFi andFj . In this vein, let
a andc be the intersection points ofT12 with F1 andF2, re-
spectively. Likewise, lete andg be the intersection points of
T34 with F3 andF4, respectively.

On the other hand, letb= (f1; 0), d= (f2; 0), f= (f3; 0)
andh= (f4; 0). Accordingly, the four actuation forces can be
expressed as:

F1 = ab ; F2 = cd ; F3 = ef ; F4 = gh (8)

Now let x = (x; 0) andy = (y; 0). Hence, linexy col-
lects all points at infinity corresponding to directions or-
thogonal toz. Let j = (z; 0), i = (m1; 0), k = (m2; 0),
l = (m3; 0) andm = (m4; 0). Accordingly, the four con-
straint moments are expressed as:

M1 = ij ; M2 = kj ; M3 = lj ; M4 = mj (9)

wherei, k, l andm belong to xy. A wrench graph, repre-
senting the projective lines associated with the wrenches of
the 4-RUU PM in P3, is given in Fig. 5.

6.1 Superbracket Decomposition
Due to the redundancy of constraints, a superbracket of

the 4-RUU PM can be composed of the four actuation forces
Fi (i = 1, . . . ,4) in addition to two among the four constraint

moments expressed in Eqn. (9). Thus, one can write

(
4
2

)

=

C2
4 = 6 superbracketsSj ( j = 1, . . . ,6). However, a parallel

singularity occurs when the six possible superbrackets vanish
simultaneously. For example, the superbracketS1 involving
the two constraint momentsij andkj takes the form:

S1 = [ab, ef, cd, gh, ij, kj] (10)
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Fig. 5. Wrench graph of the 4-RUU PM in P3.

From Eqn. (1),S1 can be decomposed into a linear combina-
tion of 24 bracket monomials, which leads to only five non-
zero monomials as follows:

S1 = − [abef][cdhj][gikj]− [abed][fghj][cikj]

+ [abeh][fcdj][gikj]− [abfh][ecdj][gikj]

+ [abfd][eghj][cikj] (11)

From Eqn. (2), one has[gikj] = [ikj] = [eikj]. Further-
more, since pointse, g andj belong to the same projective
line, namely,T34, the bracket[eghj] is null and as a result:
[abfd][eghj][cikj] = 0. Thus, Eqn. (11) becomes:

S1 = [ikj]

(
−[abef][cdhj]− [abed][fghj]

+[abeh][fcdj]− [abfh][ecdj]

)

(12)

From thesyzygiesor Grassmann-Plücker relations [13, 27],
it follows that:

[abec][fdhj] = +[abef][cdhj]+ [abed][fchj]

+[abeh][fdcj]+ [abej][fdhc]
(13)

On the other hand,[fdhj] = 0 and [fdcj] = −[fcdj].
From Eqn. (2)[fghj] = [fchj]. Therefore,

[abej][fdhc] = −[abef][cdhj]− [abed][fchj]

+[abeh][fcdj]
(14)
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Fig. 6. A constraint singular configuration of the 4-RUU PM.

As a result, Eqn. (12) becomes:

S= [ikj]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A1

(

[abej][fdhc]− [abfh][ecdj]
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

(15)

Obviously, in Eqn. (15), termA1 = [gikj] depends only on
the chosen constraint momentsij andkj whereas termB
does not depend on the choice of pointsi andk. Conse-
quently, termB is a common factor of the six possible super-
brackets:

Sj = A j B ; j = 1, . . . ,6 (16)

where A1 = [ikj], A2 = [ilj], A3 = [imj], A4 =
[klj], A5 = [kmj]and A6 = [lmj].

6.2 Condition for Constraint Singularities
Constraint singularities correspond to the degeneracy of

the constraint wrench system of the manipulator. In such
configurations, the manipulator loses some constraints and,
as a result, its moving platform gains one or several DOF. Ac-
cordingly, a constraint singularity of the 4-RUU PM occurs
when the four constraint momentsMi (i = 1, . . . ,4) form a
n< 2-system, i.e., when all termsA j ( j = 1, . . . ,6) expressed
in Eqn. (16) vanish simultaneously. Let us consider bracket
[gikj], namely, termA1. This bracket vanishes iff pointsi,
k andj belong to the same projective line. Since pointj cor-
responds to the fixed direction of vectorz, it is a fixed point.
Pointsi andk correspond to two directions orthogonal toz
and, therefore, these points belong to a line that cannot pass
through pointj unlessi andk are coincident. Consequently,
all termsA j vanish simultaneously iff pointsi, k, l, andm
become all coincident. As a result, the 4-RUU PM reaches a
constraint singularity iff:

m1 ‖ m2 ‖ m3 ‖ m4 (17)

zz1

Fig. 7. A coupled motion of the 4-RUU PM.

In such a configuration, the constraint wrench system of
the manipulator degenerates into a 1-system and the moving
platform gains one extra DOF, namely, the rotation about an
axis directed along the common direction ofmi (i = 1, . . . ,4),
as shown in Fig. 6. In such a critical configuration, if the
moving platform rotates about an axis directed alongz, then
the robot will come back to a non-singular configuration.

On the other side, in a constraint singular configura-
tion, if the moving platform rotates about an axis directed
alongmi , the revolute joints attached to the moving platform
will no longer be directed alongz. As a consequence, the
constraint wrench of each limb becomes a wrench of finite-
pitch (a combination of a force and a moment). In that case,
the moving platform has neither pure constraint moments nor
pure constraint forces. Moreover, the limbs constrain neither
a pure rotation nor a pure translation. Such a configuration is
shown in Fig. 7 and corresponds to acoupled motion[29].

6.3 Conditions for Actuation Singularities

In this paper, the actuation singularities correspond to
configurations in whichJm is rank deficient while the con-
straint wrench system does not degenerate. In such configu-
rations, the motion of the moving platform becomes uncon-
trollable, namely, the actuators cannot control the motionof
the moving platform. According to Eqn. (16), these singu-
larities are related to the vanishing conditions of termB. In
order to obtain geometric and vector conditions for actuation
singularities, termB is expressed in a more compact form by
considering the following bracket simplifications:

1. [fdhc] = [cdfh] = [adfh];
2. Points a, c and j belong to the same pro-

jective line T12. Thus, j= c−a and
[abej] = [(c−j)bej] = [cbej] = [ecbj].



Table 2. Actuation singularity conditions of the 4-RUU PM.

Case Vector form Algebraic form

(a) f3 ‖ f4 f≡ h

(b) u = 0 e, c andj are aligned

(c) f2 ‖ f1 d≡ b

(d) (f3× f4) ‖ (u×z) fh≡ uj

(e) (f2× f1) ‖ (u×z) db≡ uj

(f) (f3× f4) ‖ (f2× f1) fh≡ db

(g) (f3× f4) ‖ (u×z) ‖ (f2× f1) fh≡ uj≡ db

(h)
(

(f3× f4)× (u×z)
)

⊥(f2× f1) (fh∧uj) ∈ db

Accordingly,

B = [adfh][ecbj]− [abfh][ecdj]

= [a
•
dfh][ec

•
bj]

= (afh)∧ (ecj)∧ (db)

(18)

where the dotted letters stand for the permuted elements as
explained in [14, 27]. From Eqn. (18), termB is the meet of
three geometric entities, namely,

1. (afh) is a finite plane havingf3× f4 as normal vector;
2. (ecj) is the finite plane containing the finite pointse

andc and the unit vectorz. Since plane(ecj) con-
tains linesT12 and T34 (Fig. 5), the line at infinity of
plane(ecj) = span(T12, T34) can be expressed as(uj)
whereu = (u; 0) andu is the unit vector of a finite line
non-parallel toz and lying in plane(ecj), i.e., crossing
T12 andT34. Accordingly, plane(ecj) hasu×z as nor-
mal vector. It should be noted thatu andu exist unless
T12≡ T34;

3. (db) is the line at infinity of all parallel finite planes
containing the unit vectorsf1 andf2, i.e., havingf1× f2

as normal vector.

An actuation singularity occurs iff termB of Eqn. (18) van-
ishes. It amounts to the following vector form:

(

(f3× f4)× (u× z)
)

• (f2× f1) = 0 (19)

From Eqs. (18) and (19), an actuation singularity of the 4-
RUU PM occurs upon each of the following cases:

(a) Plane (afh) degenerates, which happens ifff≡ h⇔ f3 ‖
f4, i.e.,F3 andF4 are parallel;

(b) Plane (ecj) degenerates, which happens iff pointse, c

andj are aligned. In that case,T12 ≡ T34 andu = 0;
(c) Line (db) degenerates, which happens iffd ≡ b ⇔ f2 ‖

f1;
(d) Plane (afh) coincides with plane (ecj). Since point

a lies in plane (ecj), the condition(afh) ≡ (ecj)

amounts to(fh)≡ (uj). In that case,(f3× f4) ‖ (u×z),
i.e., f3, f4, u andz are orthogonal to a given direction;

(e) Line (db) lies in plane (afh). In such a case,(f2× f1) ‖
(f3× f4);

(f) Line (db) lies in plane (ecj). In such a case,(f2× f1) ‖
(u× z);

(g) The intersection line of planes (afh) and (ecj) coin-
cides with line (db). Since planes (afh) and (ecj)
contain pointa, they intersect at a line at infinity iff
they coincide. Accordingly, condition (g) amounts to
(fh)≡ (uj)≡ (db), i.e.,(f3× f4) ‖ (u× z) ‖ (f2× f1);

(h) Let us consider the general case of Eqn. (19), namely,
the intersection line of planes (afh) and (ecj) crosses
line (db). If planes (afh) and (ecj) are not coincident
(condition(d)), then they will intersect at a finite lineD
directed alongn = (f3× f4)× (u×z). Thus, the point at
infinity n = (n; 0) of line D is the intersection point of
lines (fh) and (uj). The finite lineD crosses line (db)
iff n ∈ (db). In that case, the lines at infinity (fh), (db)
and (uj) intersect at pointn. As a result,n is orthogonal
to (f2× f1), (f3× f4) and(u× z).
On the other hand, as mentioned previously,u is the unit
vector of any finite line non-parallel toz and crossing
T12 andT34. Thus, the conditionn⊥(u× z) is true for
all possible vectorsu iff n ≡ j, namely, if n ‖ z. As
a result, pointj belongs to lines(db) and (fh). We
know that in a general configuration, two forcesF1 and
F2 are two skew lines. However, ifj ∈ (db), then any
plane defined by two finite lines directed alongf1 andf2

will contain the unit vectorz. Moreover, there is a finite
line T12 directed alongz that crossesF1 andF2. Conse-
quently,F1 andF2 are coplanar. Likewise,F3 andF4 are
coplanar.
Finally, condition (h) implies thatF1 andF2 lie in a plane
containingT12 and, in turn,F3 andF4 lie in a plane con-
tainingT34.

All possible cases of Eqn. (19) are expanded in Table 2.
It should be noted that Eqn. (19) is obtained by consider-
ing two linesT12 (crossingF1 andF2) andT34 (crossingF3

andF4). Vectoru in Eqn. (19) could be written asu34
12, i.e.,

the unit vector of a line non-parallel toz and crossing lines
T12 and T34. Accordingly, since a lineT i j exists between
each pair of forcesFi andFj , the vector form of actuation
singularities can be generalized as follows:

(

(f i × f j)× (fk× fl )
)

• (ukl
i j × z) = 0 (20)

where(i, j, k, l), i 6= j 6= k 6= l , is a permutation of(1, 2, 3, 4)
andukl

i j is the unit vector of a line non-parallel toz and cross-
ing T i j andTkl. Table 3 enumerates the general singularity
conditions obtained with GCA for the 4-RUU PM as well
as their correspondence with GG, which is developed in the
next section.



Table 3. Correspondence between GCA and GG.

Case Singularity condition Corresponding case

GCA (i 6= j 6= k 6= l ) of GG (Table 1)

(a) fi ‖ f j condition (3b)

(b) ukl
i j = 0 condition (5b)

(c) (fi × f j ) ‖ (ukl
i j ×z) condition (5b)

(d) (fi × f j ) ‖ (fk× f l ) conditions (5b) and (3d)

(e) (fi × f j ) ‖ (ukl
i j ×z) ‖ (fk× f l ) condition (5b)

(f)
(

(f i × f j )× (fk× f l )
)

⊥(ukl
i j ×z) condition (5a)

(g) mi ‖ m j ‖ mk ‖ ml conditions 1 and (5b)

7 Correspondence between Grassmann-Cayley Alge-
bra and Grassmann Geometry
There is a complementary aspect between GCA and GG

for the singularity analysis of PMs. Mostly, some conditions
obtained with one of these approaches may not be easy to
grasp with the other one and vice versa. Therefore, in this
section, a wrench graph for each singularity condition ob-
tained with GCA is represented. Based on this wrench graph,
the GG is used to identify the rank deficiency ofJm. Let us
consider the following screw subspaces:

1. K = span(F1, F2, F3, F4, M1, M2, M3, M4);
2. K 12= span(F1, F2, M1, M2, M3, M4);
3. F = span(F1, F2, F3, F4);
4. M = span(M1, M2, M3, M4).

From (2b1), since the four lines at infinityM1, M2, M3 and
M4 pass through pointj, they generate in a general configu-
ration a planar pencil of lines at infinity. In turn, in a general
configuration the four actuation forces are mutually skew and
span a linear line variety of dimension 4. Thus, in a non-
singular posture dim(M ) = 2, dim(F ) = 4, dim(K 12) = 4
and dim(K ) = 6. However, a parallel singularity occurs
wheneverK becomes of dimension lower than 6. Here, the
degeneracy ofK for the singularity conditions revealed by
GCA in Table 3, is examined by using Table 1 and the sub-
classes (2b1), (2b2) and (3d1).

(a) (fi ‖ f j ). Without loss of generality, let us consider that
f1 ‖ f2, i.e., b≡ d, as depicted in Fig. 10(a). In that
case, from (2b2), one has: span(F1, F2) = span(F1, L )
whereL = bj. Moreover, the line at infinityL passes
through pointj and lies in the planar pencil contain-
ing the four constraint moments. Accordingly, the screw
subspaceK 12—which is generally of dimension 4— be-
comes of dimension 3. In other words,

1. From (2b1), L lies in the planar pencil at infinity
through pointj generated by the four constraint
moments;

2. From (2b2), L , being the line at infinity of plane
(abc), lies in the planar pencil span(F1, F2) of
lines in plane(abc) passing through pointb.

F1F2F3F4

Fig. 8. An actuation singularity: the two actuation forces F1 and F2

are parallel.

F1

F2

F3

F4

B1

C1

Fig. 9. An actuation singularity: all actuation forces are coplanar,

condition (3d) of GG.

Consequently, such a configuration (f1 ‖ f2), exemplified
in Fig. 8, corresponds to condition (3b) of GG.

(b) (ukl
i j × z) = 0. In such a case, one has:T i j ≡ Tkl and

(P i ∩ P j) ≡ (Pk ∩ P l ) as illustrated in Fig. 10(b). As a
result, the four planesP i (i = 1, . . . ,4) of normal vectors
(z× fi) = mi intersect at a common projective lineT i j ≡
Tkl passing through pointj and coplanar with each of
the four actuation forces. Consequently, the latter line
crosses the four constraint moments (the planar pencil
at infinity through pointj) as well as the four actuation
forces. Thus, this singularity corresponds to asingular
complex, i.e., condition (5b) of GG.

(c) (f i × f j) ‖ (ukl
i j ×z). Without loss of generality, let us con-

sider an example of this case when(f1 × f2) ‖ (u× z)
whereu = u34

12. In such a case,(bd)≡ (uj). Thus,
plane(ecj) = span(T12, T34), whose line at infinity is
(uj), includes pointsb andd in addition to pointsa, c, e
andg. Consequently, the two actuation forcesF1 andF2

lie in plane(ecj) and cross lineT34 directed alongz.
Therefore, lineT34 intersects the four actuation forces
and the four constraint moments as shown in Fig. 10(c).
As a result, such a configuration corresponds to asingu-
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Fig. 10. Wrench graph of the 4-RUU PM for the singularity conditions given in table 3.

lar complex, i.e., condition (5b) of GG.
(d) (fi × f j) ‖ (fk× fl ). Here, two cases are possible:

1. The four actuation forces are not coplanar but are
orthogonal to a given direction. In such a case,
b, d, f and h belong to a given line at infinity,
namely, (bd)≡ (fh) as depicted in Fig. 10(d).
Obviously, the latter line crosses the four actua-
tion forces. Furthermore, since it is a line at in-
finity, it also crosses the four constraint moments.
Consequently, such a configuration corresponds to
a singular complex, i.e., condition (5b) of GG;

2. The four actuation forces are coplanar. In that
case, the screw subspaceF becomes of dimension
3, which corresponds to condition (3d) of GG,all
lines in a plane. Such a configuration is illustrated
in Fig. 9.

(e) (f i × f j) ‖ (ukl
i j × z) ‖ (fk× fl ). As mentioned previously,

this condition amounts to(fh)≡ (uj)≡ (db). In that
case, pointsf, h, u, j, d andb are aligned, as shown in
Fig. 10(e). Therefore, such a configuration corresponds
to asingular complex, i.e., condition (5b) of GG.

(f)
(

(fi × f j)× (fk× fl )
)

⊥(ukl
i j ×z). This is the general case

of Eqn. (20). Without loss of generality, let us consider

that
(

(f1 × f2)× (f3 × f4)
)

⊥(u34
12× z). As mentioned

previously, in that case,F1 andF2 lie in a plane contain-
ing T12 and, in turn,F3 andF4 lie in a plane containing
T34, as shown in Fig. 10(f). As a result, the lines at in-
finity of planes span(F1, F2) and span(F3, F4) as well as
the lines at infinity denoting the constraint moments in-
tersect all at pointj. Thus, the foregoing lines at infinity
form a planar pencil. Following [16, 21], in such a con-
figuration, the eight wrenches of the 4-RUU PM lie in a



non-singular complex, i.e., condition (5a) of GG.
(g) (mi ‖ m j ‖ mk ‖ ml ). This is the condition for constraint

singularities. In that case, two interpretations are possi-
ble:

1. The screw subspaceM , which is generally a pla-
nar pencil, degenerates into a single line, i.e., con-
dition 1 of GG (Fig. 10(g));

2. PlanesP i (i = 1, . . . ,4) have a common normal
vectormi = z× fi . Those planes are thus all par-
allel and have a common line at infinity contain-
ing points j, b, d, f and h. This line crosses
all actuation forces and all constraint moments.
Hence, such a configuration corresponds to asin-
gular complex, i.e., condition (5b) of GG.

Consequently, the constraint singularities of the 4-
RUU PM correspond to conditions 1 and (5b) of GG.

8 Singularity conditions of 3T1R PMs with ILS

The singularity analysis of the 4-RUU PM performed in
Sec. 6 leads to two singularity conditions given by Eqs. (17)
and (20). These conditions were obtained from the wrench
graph of the PM obtained in Fig. 5 and based on the existence
of a finite line parallel toz crossing two actuation forces of
two limbs of the PM. Since this is true in a general configu-
ration for all architectures of Fig. 1, a similar wrench graph
can be obtained for each architecture. As a consequence, the
two singularity conditions are true for the eleven architec-
tures shown in Fig. 1.

Moreover, the actuation singularity condition obtained
in Eqn. (20) is valid for 3T1R PMs whose actuation forces
are four mutually skew lines. Indeed, a finite lineT i j directed
alongz that crosses two actuation forces can be found unless
one of the forces is alongz or the two forces are parallel and
lie in a plane that does not contain thez direction. Accord-
ingly, Eqn. (20) is the actuation singularity condition forthe
general case of 3T1R PMs with ILS which is the case for the
eleven architectures of Fig. 1 obtained from the type synthe-
sis of four-legged 3T1R PMs with ILS performed in [6].

The eleven architectures of Fig. 1 are compared below
in terms of both constraint and actuation singularities.

8.1 Constraint Singularities

From Eqn. (17) all architectures of Fig. 1 exhibit a con-
straint singularity whenever the axes of the revolute joints
non-parallel toz become parallel to each other, namely,
m1 ‖m2 ‖m3 ‖m4. However, it can be noticed that when the
last joints of the legs of the PM are not directed alongz the
four vectorsmi are fixed with respect to each other, namely,
none can be parallel to another one in any robot configura-
tion.

As a result, the PMs presented in Figs. 1(b), 1(d), 1(f)
and 1(j) are free of constraint singularities.

8.2 Actuation Singularities
The condition for actuation singularities obtained

in Eqn. (20) involves the unit vector of the four actuation
forces plus the normal vector of the plane defined by two
transversal lines alongz between two actuation forces. How-
ever, the eleven architectures of Fig. 1 are classified into two
types as proved in Sec. 3.2:

Type 1: Figs. 1(a)–1(d)The actuation force of theith leg is
directed along the intersection line of planesP i andV i .
In that case, the actuation singularity condition is given
in Eqn. (20).

Type 2: Figs. 1(e)–1(k)The actuation force of theith leg is
parallel tomi . In that case, the actuation singularity con-
dition can be written as:

(

(mi ×m j)× (mk×ml )
)

• (ukl
i j × z) = 0 (21)

where (i, j, k, l), i 6= j 6= k 6= l , is a permutation
of (1, 2, 3, 4).

It can be noticed that for the architectures of Figs. 1(b)
and 1(d) none of the four actuation forces (directed along
mi) can be parallel to another one in any robot configuration.

9 Conclusions
In this paper, the singularity conditions of 3T1R Paral-

lel Manipulators (PMs) with identical limb structures (ILS)
were investigated through the singularity analysis of the 4-
RUU PM. This singularity analysis was performed using
Grassmann-Cayley Algebra (GCA) and Grassmann Geom-
etry (GG).

First, the constraint analysis was performed using screw
theory. Then a wrench graph that represents the wrenches
of the 4-RUU PM in the 3-dimensional projective space was
obtained. Accordingly, a superbracket was formulated and
analyzed in order to provide geometric conditions for singu-
lar configurations as well as a compact vector expression for
the singularity locus, which is difficult to assess using classi-
cal linear algebra tools. Then, a wrench graph representation
for each singularity condition was obtained to emphasize the
linear dependence of the constraint and actuation wrenches.
This paper showed that the concept ofwrench graphis very
useful to highlight the correspondence between GCA and
GG for the singularity analysis of lower-mobility PMs.

Finally, the singularity conditions of the 4-RUU PM
were applied to eleven architectures of 3T1R PMs with ILS
to show the general aspect of the results. The foregoing ar-
chitectures were compared in terms of constraint and actua-
tion singularities.
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